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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel late fusion technique for doc-
ument classification by combining fusion mechanisms with feature-to-string en-
coding methods. After evaluating proposed models against the BERT baseline
and several models using traditional encoding methods, we conclude that models
using Concatenation Fusion or Attention Fusion combined with feature-to-string
encoding method have the best performance.
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1 Introduction

Document classification is one of the most crucial steps in automating email
routing. Since BERT is famous for its excellent performance in many NLP tasks,
it is the model of choice for practical NLP applications [4]. BERT takes only the
text as the input with a limit on the maximum sentence length. However, there is
plenty of information in other modalities which can potentially contribute to the
performance of models. Because of the limitations mentioned above, valuable
features are not always used as input. This paper applies late fusion and feature
engineering techniques to merge information from additional modalities with the
initial text modality to solve this problem.

2 Methods

Based on fusion mechanisms proposed by previous research [10, 11, 9, 1, 5, 8],
we focused on Concatenation Fusion and Attention Fusion mechanisms that
we implemented from scratch in our study. Apart from the traditional feature
encoding methods of label encoding and one-hot encoding, we also combined fu-
sion mechanisms with feature-to-string encoding [7], which converts all features
into a string and exploits the BERT model as a (string-)feature encoder.

The data we use for this study is from an insurance company, a client of
Contract.fit. The data set is made up of email documents, including subjects,
bodies of email, attachments, and additional features. The attachments are the
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OCR text outputs of the images attached to the email. The subjects, bodies of
email, and attachments are merged together as inputs to BERT. The sizes of the
train, validation, and test data set are 35221, 3914, and 1079 with 60 classes.
Due to time and resource constraints, only nine features are selected for exper-
iments. Seven categorical features are the number of tokens and numbers in
the merged text, the branch labels, the email receiver, the forward department,
and the first, and second digits of policy and claim numbers. Two numerical
features are the number of tokens and numerical patterns.

Example 2.1 the branch is A. the email receiver is abc@defgh.be. the department is
B. the first policy digit is 7. the second policy digit is C. the first claim digit is D. the
second claim digit is 1. number of tokens is 169, number of numbers is 3.

3 Results and Discussion

All models are evaluated for document classification task with Accuracy, Brier
Loss [3], Negative Log-Likelihood (NLL) [2], and Expected Calibration Error
(ECE) [6]. Selected results are given below in Table 3.

Model(encoding) Accuracy(%) Brier Loss NLL ECE

BERT 85.17 0.238 0.627 0.051

Concatenation(label) 86.01 0.228 0.620 0.036
MLP Attention(label) 85.63 0.222 0.584 0.037

noMLP Attention(label) 86.65 0.220 0.634 0.049

Concatenation(feature-to-string) 87.12 0.198 0.541 0.028
noMLP Attention(feature-to-string) 87.21 0.205 0.600 0.047

Table 1: Evaluation results of models using label and feature-to-string encoding

The Attention Fusion model using feature-to-string encoding achieved the
highest accuracy. The Concatenation Fusion model using feature-to-string en-
coding has the lowest Brier Loss, NLL, and ECE.

The results indicate that, in terms of feature encoding methods, the feature-
to-string encoding outperforms the rest with several benefits. It automatically
encodes richer information with the tokenizer of BERT, handles the problem
of missing data and allows for automatic feature scaling. Besides, the BERT
encoder forms part of the model and is also fine-tuned during training.

To determine the model’s performance in production, the automation eval-
uation is applied. It jointly compares the automation rate and the error rate of
each model given a certain confidence threshold. The two models using feature-
to-string encoding have the best performance.

Based on these experiments, the feature-to-string encoding method com-
bined with the Concatenation Fusion or the Attention Fusion mechanism is
recommended for industrial applications. Future studies could focus mainly
on two aspects: testing more advanced fusion mechanisms and improving the
quality and quantity of features.
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